Fujifilm instax Wide Instant Film, 20 Exposures, White, New
Packaging Review-2021

Develops instantly - Press the shutter, capture a moment, and watch the photo slide out and the
image develop in front of your eyes!
2 Packs, each with 10 exposures for 20 exposures total, Hi-Speed ISO 800 Film - With superb grain
quality, instax film ensures vibrant color and natural skin tones
Wide Format - 10.6 x 8.4 cm (film size) - The unique super-wide format film allows you to fit more in
your frame to capture large group shots, clear macro close-ups and far away landscapes.
Easy-to-Load Cartridge - Every cartridge is designed and labelled for easy loading and filled with 10
prints each
Highly Stable - The new emulsion performs at temperatures as low as 5 Degree and as high as 40
Degree.Create fun and long lasting memories with the Instax wide film! Small prints on a wide
format camera equals stunning tiny images with a huge point of view.
Get to Know the Fujifilm Instax Wide Film (20 exposures)
Hi-Speed ISO 800 film, with superb grain quality, Instax film ensures vibrant colour and natural skin
tones. Develops instantly, press the shutter, capture a moment, and watch the photo slide out and
the image develop in front of your eyes. Easy-To-Load cartridge, every cartridge is designed and
labelled for easy loading and filled with 10 prints each.
The unique super-wide format film allows you to fit more in your frame to capture large
10.6 X 8.4cm (film size)
For use in all Instax wide format cameras, 300, 210, 200
20 exposures loaded into cartridges and ready to shoot.
The printed photos are developed instantly and perfect for display, making a cute statement filled
with cherished memories.
Bring your camera and with a pack of film to every friend and family fueled gathering and enjoy
taking fun instant pictures everyone is sure to love.
Fujifilm Instax Wide Film
Fujifilm Instax Wide Film comes with 20 exposures. Never miss a picture worthy moment again!
Wide film is perfect for large scenic areas or small cramped spaces. Prints develop instantly and are
super small and portable â€“ fit them into your wallet or scrapbook, or collect them all to make a
decorative collage. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture,
description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

